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THREE CHARTS PRESENTING PATTERNS OF WORD USAGES FOR THREE WORD FAMILIES BASED ON “IMPROVEMENT” “GRADUAL” AND “SCIENCE” AS COUNTED IN WB’S COMMENTARIES ON THE LAWS OF ENGLAND, FARRAND’S VOLS. 1 AND 2 OF THE RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION, THE FEDERALIST ESSAYS, AND JANE AUSTEN’S PRIDE AND PREJUDICE {BASE 10 LOG SCALE NOTED ON EACH CHART}

"Improve-" in Log Scale
WB, Farrand, Federalist and P & P
Higher Values on the Chart = More Frequent Usage
"Gradu-" in Log Scale
WB, Farrand, Federalist and P & P
Higher Values on the Chart = More Frequent Usage
"Science" in Log Scale
WB, Farrand, Federalist and P & P
Higher Values on the Chart = More Frequent Usage

Series1